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EDITOR’S LETTER 

            

          assword: Esteem.
My maybe preferred concept when it concerns 
human beings. If I find a person to respect, sure 
is someone who can stay in my life.
So what I’m looking for Latest are people and 
topics to take as a model, learn something from 
them. We focus on sustainable fashion and eth-
ics, all those brands and people who are giving 
their contribution. Let’s find out the secrets, the 
tips and think on what we could do in turn.
The Green Carpet Fashion Awards in Milan is an 
example of how the planet is trying to turn in 
favor of itself, and people are slowly understand-
ing the importance of respecting the land on 
which they walk.

Editor-in-chief
Facebook: @marta.forgione
Instagram: @martaforgione
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the brands changing 
how we think about

by Nina Hanz

KNITWEAR

K nitwear might be the hardest working garment in your wardrobe. A bold statement, yes, but it’s seniority 
does not justify its lack of recognition. Dating back to the Ancient Egyptians and surging after its expan-

sion across 5th century civilizations, few textiles have travelled across the globe the same way knit-
wear has. And despite the industrialization, innovation and diversification of the fashion industry, it remains 
a prominent feature in contemporary fashion and textile design. Whether it is by hand or machine, the basic, 

primeval techniques still remain. This legacy, together with its tireless efforts to provide warmth, comes with a 
certain under appreciation, if not neglecting, reliance on knitwear. However, there are brands challenging this 

notion and upgrading how we think about it.
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Part of the reason for knitwear’s outmoded association 
might come from its reputation as a matronly hobby. And 
instead of fighting this stereotype, Mumshandmade [4] 
has leaned into this belief. Since 2013, this family busi-
ness has been employing local mothers from the Greek city 
of Thesaloniki to create high quality garments. However, 
their heartfelt cardigans are anything, but traditional. 
Known for their ballooning sleeves, Mumshandmade de-
signs oversized knitwear for an equally cosy and trendy 
outfit. With a relaxed silhouette and pompon-like details, 
this socially responsible brand is appropriating the handi-
craft of knitting into a opulent statement piece. 
If Mumshandmade represents the traditional roots, the 
eponymous label Liisa Soolepp [1] represents the future. 

Blending both ethical standards with geometric patterns, 
the Estonian designers reinvents Nordic knitwear for the 
modern audience. 
As described by Soolepp:
“My drive is the world of patterns and textures. You can dis-
cover them everywhere—in natural or in unnatural, human or 
not environments. Archaic and modern, geometric and abstract 
ones. To let them tell their stories and build them up, create 
paths through them, to make us wander along these roads. […] 
The garment for me is like a talisman, which creates inspira-
tional space and atmosphere around the wearer”. 
And it is through this architectural conception that Liisa 
Soolepp recreates contemporary knitwear while at the 
same time envisioning a new perception for it.
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In a similar style, British brand Blake LDN [2] crafts a fa-
miliar, yet inventive oeuvre out of yarn. As a conscious and 
contemporary label, the UK brand emphasizes its sourcing 
and manufacturing to ensure a sustainable product. Found-
ed by ethical fashion maverick Alice Ashby, classic knitwear 
products are subtly reinvented for delightful basics. 
Yet, the most innovative brand currently on the market is 
PH5 [3]. Wei Lin, the daughter of a knitwear manufacturer, 
and Mijia Zhang, an award-winning designer, established 
their brand in New York in 2014. Since then, the label has 
challenged what seems to be all conventions of the indus-
try through technical developments and textiles. Business-
savvy Lin explained, “When people think of sweaters, they 
think of the white, the black, the plain, the cashmere, the chunky 

knits, but they don’t think of knitwear as something that can be 
interesting or fun. Nobody’s pushing the envelope on knitwear”. 
However, this fashion duo has done just that. By giving 
knitwear a more athletic appearance and combining it with 
whimsical shapes, the brand has broadened the fashion 
industry’s expectation of knitwear. While PH5 surely 
marks a new phase for knitwear, as spectators, we begin to 
celebrate knitwear’s long-lasting efforts to remain a promi-
nent force in fashion.
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